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ABSTRACT
In the present paper, we prove some theorems on decomposition curvature

tensor fields in a Tachibana recurrent space.
1. Introduction. A Tachibana space T n is a Riemannian space, which
admits a structure tensor field F;,h satisying the conditions [4]
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where the comma (,) followed by an index denotes the operation of covariant
differentiation with respect to the Riemannian metric tensor gij"
The Riemannian curvature tensor field
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The Ricci tensor and scalar curvature are given by Ru = R:u and R = Ruiri
respectively.
It is well known that these tensors satisfy the following identities [3] :
Rik,a = RJk,i - Riki ,
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The Bianchi identities in T n are given by
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and
h ,a + Rh1'ka,J. + R"ICIJ,
R 1J"k
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... (1.10)

A Tachibana space is said to be Tachibana recurrent if its curvature tensor
field satisfies the condition [1]
... (1.11)

Rik.a= AaRik•

where A.a is a non-zero recurrence vector field.
The following relations follow immediately from equation (1.11):
Rik,a=A.aRik
... (1.12)
and
... (1.13)
Ra=
AaR.
,
2. Decomposition of Curvature Tensor Field Rbk. Consider the
docomposition of recurrent cur\rature tensor field Rbk in the following form:
... (2.1)

Rbk = Ajkv1,

where Ajk and v1 are two non-zero tensor fields such that

and

A.1iv1 =Pi,

... (2.2)

v" = 1

... (2.3)
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A,;k =Aj,k-A.k,.i ;t:O.
... (2.4)
The vector fieldpi is also.a non-zero vector field and is called decomposed vector
field.
We shall prove the following:
Theorem 1. Under the docomposition (2.1), tlie Bianchi identities take the forms:
Pi A.ik+Pj ~ki+Pk AiJ=O
... (2.5)
and
... (2.6)
Ila Ajk +llj Aka+ll0aj=O
Proof. In view of equation (1.9) and (2.1), we have
h

h

h

.

Ajh•v,i +Akiv,j +~v.k =0.
...(2.7)
Multiplying the above equation by A,h and using (2.2), we obtain the required result
(2.5). Making use of equation (1.10), (1.11) and (2.1), we get
v.HA-aAjk +A.j.Aka +A.kAq;)= o

Multiplying the above equation by

... (2.8)
A," and

using (2.2), we have

~(A.aAjk +A,jAka +A.kAq;)=O
Since Pi is a non zero recurrence vector field, we obtain
AaA jk +A jAka + A,kAqj =O.
This completes the proof of the theorem.

... (2.9)
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Theorem 2. Under the decomposition (2.1), the tensor field
the relations
'A UIJ
R'!.k == "A.R
.R.k
I J'k -'A J
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Rbk, Rv and Ajk satisfy

=p.A 'k

... (2.10)
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Proof. With the help of equations (1.5), (1.11) and (1.12), we obtain
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... (2.11)

Multiplying equations (2.1) by 'Ah and using the relation (2.2), we have
...(2.12)

"-aRijk = P;AJk.

In view of equations (2.11) and (2.12), we get the required result (2.10).

v1

Theorem 3. Under the decomposition (2.1), the quantities Iva and
behave like
recurrent vector and tensor fields respectively. The recurrent forms of these
quantities are given by
... (2.13)

and
u'~,1,m def
= um u~,1 '

•,•

(2 • 14)

where u.7,m = u1m and µm> um are non-zero recurrence vector fields.
Proof. Defferentiating (2.11), convariently with ;respect to xm and using equations
(2.1) and (2.10), we have
"-a,mA)kUJ = A;,mR)k -Aj,mRik·
Multiplying the above equation by Iva and using (2.11), we get

... (2.15)

Aa,m('A;Rjk-AjRik)=!va(!vi,mRjk-Aj,mRik).

... (2.16)

Now multipling equation (2.16) by lvh, we get
Aa,m('AiRjk-lvjRik}A.h::::: ').,,a!vh(!vi,mRjk -lvj,mRik)•
... (2.17)
Since the expression on the right hand side of the above equation is a
symmetric in a and h, therefore we get
... (2.18)
Aa,mAh = Ah,mAa,

provided that 'AiRJk -Iv )Rik'* 0.
The vector Iva being non-zero, we can obtain a proportional vector field µm such
that

Aa,m = µmA,a·
Further, differentiating (2.2) covariently with respect toxm and using (2.13),

we get

AhV,~m = Pi,m - µmPi
From the above equation it is obvious that
Ahv~m = Aau~m
'

... (2.19)
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Since Aa is a non-zero recurrence vector field, we can get a proportional vector

vmv1 .

field um such that v:::n =
. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 4. Under the decomposition (2.1), the vector field Pi and tensor field Ajk
behave like recurrent vector and recurrent tensor fields and their recurrent forms
are given respectively by
... (2.21)
and

Ajk,m = (A.m -um)Ajk·

... (2.22)

Proof. Differentiating (2.2) covariantly with respect to xm and using equations
(2.2), (2.13) and (2.14), we obtain the required result (2.21).
Further, differentiating equation (2.1) covariently with respect to xm and
using equations (1.11), (2.1) and (2.14), we get the required recurrent form (2.:22).
Theorem 5. Under decomposition (2.1), the curvature tensor and holomorphically
projective curvature tensor are equal iff

Akm {(piSJ- pisr )+ Pa(Ff Ft-F/Fia )}+2paAjiFkhFia =0.
Pro9f. The holomorphically projective curvature tensor field

...(2.23)

Puk in Tn is defined by

Ptk = Rbk + (RikoJ -Rjko? + sikFf -SjkFih + 2SijFkh )/(n + 2).
which may be expressed briefly as

...(2.24)

+ D~,
PIJ~k = R~k
1J
IJIP

... (2.25)

nDbk = (RikoJ -Riko? + SikFf -SikFih + 2SvF1' )/(n + 2).

... (2.26)

where
Contracting indices h and k in (2.1), we get

Rv = Aitu~r.

... (2.27)

In view of the above equation, we have

Sv = Fia RoJ = Fia Ai 1 v~a

... (2.28)

Making use of (2.27) and (2.28) in (2.26), we have

Dbk = [Aki{(sJv:i -Sihu:J+v~(Ff Fia -F;hFja )}+ 2AjtFia F1'v~aV(n + 2).

...(2.29)

From (2.25) it is clear that

Pjk = Rbk iff Dbk = 0, which in view of equation (2.29), gives
Aki {(oJu~i -o?u~j )+ v:a(Ff'Ft -Fih Fj )}+ 2AjtFia Ff u~a = 0.

...(2.30)

Multiplying the above equation by "Aa and using (2.2), we.obtain the required
condition (2.23).
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